We prove that if / verifies a reverse Holder inequality with exponent p, 1 < p < +00, then (Mf + fi)p isa /1,-weight of Muckenhoupt, where Mf is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and /" the FeffermanStein maximal function.
Introduction
Reverse integral inequalities occur in many fields of analysis such as quasiconformal mappings, weighted Sobolev imbedding theorems, and regularity of solutions of partial differential equations (see [3, 4, 7, 14] 
and many others).
A classical result about functions verifying reverse integral inequalities or related inequalities is extraintegrability. A prototype of these results is the famous higher integrability result of Gehring about the derivatives of the components of a quasiconformal mapping, published in 1973 [12] . See also [3, 4, 16, 9, 14] .
Probably the first considered and simplest reverse integral (mean) inequality is the following [15, 1972]: f (Ax) ■+ gdx < Dess infg, Jq Q where the constant D > 1 is the same for all the parallel subcubes of a fixed cube Q0 c Rn and g is a function that is positive in Q0 . A function verifying (Ax) is called an Ax-weight of Muckenhoupt. In [15] it is proved that any Ax-weight belongs to Lr(Q0) for 1 < r < s and 5 depending only on n and D.
In this paper we consider weak reverse integral inequalities in a weighted case (see [4, 5, 14] , e.g.), that is reverse integral inequalities with different supports. Such inequalities are much more useful in the applications to partial differential equations than the reverse integral inequalities [4, 7] .
In particular we consider inequalities like (WR) (7 \f--f fdp'dn) <K-f\f--f \JoQ I JcQ I Jq\ Jc fdp dp, IQ\ JQ where K > 1 is independent on the parallel subcube Q of Q0, 0 < a < 1, p > 1 and ß is a doubling measure with density (see §1 for more details).
We prove that if (WR) holds, then the function (Mf + f)p is an A weight. Here Mf is the Hardy-Littlewood local maximal function and / is the Fefferman-Stein local maximal function (see [1] e.g.). From this, using some rearrangement techniques, a weighted version of the Herz theorem, [7, 13, 16] , and the Muckenhoupt lemma, we deduce a higher integrability result for any / verifying condition (WR).
We emphasize that the main step in obtaining higher integrability from (WR) is in stating that the Muckenhoupt lemma [15] holds for (Mf + f)p . This approach is substantially different (see also [5, 9, 10, 16, 17] for similar cases) from many others available in literature [3, 4, 6, 10, 12, 14, 17, 19 ].
Main result
Let Q0 be a cube of Rn whose edges are parallel to the axes. All the subcubes of Q0 that are considered, have the edges that are parallel to the axes.
Let w be a nonnegative function that is locally summable in R" , and for any measurable subset E of Rn consider the measure
For any ô > 0 and any cube Q ç QQ we set SQ for the cube concentric with Q and such that \ÔQ\ = ôn\Q\, where |£| indicates the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set E.
We say that the weight function w satisfies the strong doubling condition ( [3, 16] e.g.) if the inequality
holds for some positive constant d depending only on ô and n (and independent on the cube Q ç QQ). where for any h £ LXoc(Q0), E ç QQ , we set jE h(x)dp = (l/p(E)) JE h(x)dp . We say that a nonnegative function h e LXoc(Q0) is an ^¡-weight of Muckenhoupt if [15] (A) ■f h(x) dp < D ess infh(x) Jo Q for some constant D > 1 independent on the cube Q c Q0.
We prove the following: Lemma 1.1. Let f be a nonnegative function belonging to L¡OC(Q0), 0 < a < 1. We suppose that w verifies condition (D) and that dp, (WR) (7 I/--/* /rf/rfu) <K-f\f--ffdp where /? > 1, with K positive constant and independent on the cube Q ç QQ . Then the function (Mf + y)p is an Ax-weight of Muckenhoupt.
Proof. Fix Q < Q0 such that Q/a c Q0, Q C a Q. We pick five cubes in this way to stay in Q0. For a fixed z £ Q ', let Q c ß be such that zeß. Suppose 0<fj<j,if2<(7<l we proceed similarly. From the proof it will follow that the two cases Q ç Q'/a, Q <£ Q'¡a must be treated separately. If Q Q Q'/o then dp. dp j-f(x)dp = j (fxQ'/a)(x)dp <M\[f-j JxQ>iadp\ Xq'/Aíz) + ess infQ,/tjM(fxQ>/a)(z).
If Q £ Q1 /o~ it is easy to see that there exists a cube Q such that Q 2 Q U Q , Q C Q0, \Q\ < 3"|ß|. Using condition (D) the existence of a positive constant d independent on Q C Q0 such that p(Q) < dp(Q) is clear.
We then have / \f(x) -Í fdp Jq I Jq dp<d -fjfxQ--L .
JqI w Jqdq fXndp dp < d sup z€C f\fXQ-f fxQdp Jc I Jc~" 'CnQ dp, where sup' is extended to all cubes C containing z and such that C n Q is a cube. We deduce f /(*) -f fdp dp<d sup' I \fx0 -f fXndp Jq I Jq zee JcnQ I JcnQ + d sup' f fx0 dp zee JcnQ dp <df(z) + dMf(z) On the other hand dp,
(1•7) / \{fxQ'la)\z)\Pdp
Jq i° Jqio
Then from (1.6) and (1.7)
I |(/ + Mf)(z)\pdp < cxdp inf \(f + Mf)(z)\p
where c2 is a constant depending only on n, p , and w . Now we use condition (WR) to obtain dp u; dp dp, -f \(fl + Mf)(z)\pdp<cxdp inf \(f + Mf)(z)\p
Jq' zeQ' + c2K[-i \f--f fdp dp)
because Q' c Q'/a . The lemma is proved.
< cxdp inf \(f + Mf)(z)\p + c2K inf \f(z)\", z€0'
We remark that the proof of Lemma 1.1 does not depend on any covering lemma.
Higher integrability result
In this section we deduce from Lemma 1.1 a higher integrability result for functions satisfying condition (WR).
We recall the following Muckenhoupt lemma [13, p. 213] on higher integrability from reverse mean value inequality.
Lemma 2. We indicate by h*(t) the decreasing rearrangement of h with respect to the measure p (see [5, 14, 15] , e.g.), and we deduce from (2.1) the inequality (Mg)*(t)<Dg*(t) for any 0 < t < p(Q). Using the weighted Herz theorem (see [5, 14] CD/(CD -1) and the theorem is proved.
